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ABSTRACT 

 

Our country cultivates to a great extent of leafy vegetable. Meanwhile a lot of amount 

goes to wastage responsible being the lack of care. This happens due to incapability in 

peaking up the right illness of plants, making farmers huge loss. As a result, farmers are 

turning their back from planting vegetables. To solve this calamity, from our by heart 

efforts we are presenting vegetable diseases detection using machine learning algorithm. 

This machine can ease difficulties of detecting incurable vegetables with its features. 

Modern medical terms cannot upgrade its facilities in no alternate means of using 

machine learning algorithm. Through this algorithmic way we can easily detect the 

diseases. Medical procedure is a long process to know health report.  In the meantime, 

losing a lot of time does make customer dissatisfied. To save time and for customer's 

satisfaction this machine learning algorithm demand is at its rise. Our main focus in this 

research was to detect diseases of vegetations easily. Our country is in lot of demand of 

vegetables. For any reason there comes any failure to detect diseases, all harvest will go 

rotten. Late detection of this diseases will not lead to any solution. The initiative of this 

research was taken to detect diseases fast. Our little trial is for those farmers, to not let 

their harvest go crumble and so to detect diseases fast.     
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Chapter-1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

In our daily life there is no substitute rather than vegetable in food list. Almost 80% of 

the farmland in Bangladesh cultivate different type of vegetables. Day by day people are 

moving towards farming and showing interest to avoid Joblessness. So, to make them 

interested more, there is need for good vegetations. the main reason for the harm of 

vegetables are its diseases. These diseases aren't easy enough to detect. For this we have 

to go to different places and much time wastes. Consequently, the attack of diseases goes 

high and right solution in the right time cannot be done. For plantation face lot of harm 

and for this farmer turn their back. As a consequence, we are not getting our daily lives, 

our needs are not being full filled. That being so it is very important to turn farmers away 

from this uninterested. and necessarily to detect the disease in right time. and to easily 

detect the use of technology immense. 

 

At present the important of technology has become boundless. Our daily life rigid 

without technology. Technology is making our life easier from easier by daily basis. In 

our daily life we do face a lot of diseases. And there is no alternative means rather than 

machine learning algorithm to detect diseases. we can easily detect by using machine 

learning algorithm. through this way we can detect diseases can detect fast in less time.at 

present the use of machine learning has expanded. Hence it made our life very flexible. 

Machine learning is to shorten huge sized dataset but the technique of searching worthy 

information. Thus, to decide the phenomena of next stage in the beginning instance 

vegetable diseases detection. this system can easily detect diseases in a short time and tell 

if pictures of diseases sent to this. 

 

Vegetable disease detection is a part of Machine learning (ML). Through data train these 

diseases can be easily detected. In our country lives of majority of people depend on 

farming to meet their daily earnings. so, to make their life easy to machine learning 
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algorithm is limitless. We design a dataset through our research and we did care at the 

matter that this dataset can detect diseases subtle. 

 

1.2 MOTIVATION 

 

Day by day use of machine learning algorithm is increasing and developing the 

technology in every fields. Machine learning algorithm do ease our daily life. As most of 

the people trying to do things with less effort, that‟s why we using machine learning 

algorithm as Vegetable diseases detection. 

Most of the farmers in our country don‟t know about scientific farming method. Most of 

the vegetables are damage/spoiled in field. They don't know what type of disease and 

why it‟s spoiled. If we find out the solution of these problems it'll be very helpful for our 

farmers. 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVE 

 

Our Primary goal is  

 The various machine learning techniques are applied on user to collect data. 

 The data is selected to what type of disease is occurred. And how can solve this 

disease. 

 The results obtain by this algorithm are useful for farmers to take decision about 

this problem 

 

1.4 OUR UNIQUENESS 

 We use efficient algorithm 

 Free service and easily accessibility 

 More than 90% accuracy 
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1.5 RESEARCH iQUESTIONS: 

 

 Would iwe iable ito igather ireal-data? 

 Can iwe iapply ithis iin ireal ilife? 

 Which iis ithe ihelpful ialgorithm ithose ican ibe iutilized ifor ithe idetect idisease? 

 

1.6 EXPECTED OUTCOME 

 

 Most of the vegetables are damage/spoiled in field. Many farmers don't know 

what        type of disease and why it‟s spoiled. 

 We can find the disease and to give them solutions 

 If we find out the solution of these problems it'll be very helpful for our farmers 

 

1.7 REPORT LAYOUT 

 

Our report consists of 5 chapter 

1. First chapter contains the Introduction, Motivation, Objective, Our Uniqueness, 

Research Questions, Expected Outcome. 

2. Second chapter contains Introduction, Related Works, Research Summary, Scope 

of the Problem, challenges. 

3. Third chapter contains Research subject and Instrumentation, Data collection and 

preprocessing, Proposed Methodology, Implementation Requirements. 

4. Fourth chapter contains Introduction, Data segmentation, Data preprocessing, 

Input File Creation, Model building and Dataset Fitting, Experiment Accuracy, 

Loss and Output, Summary. 

5. Fifth chapter contains Summary & Recommendation  
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this section, we will briefly portray related works with our project. Where we will 

describe how we have built this project, what are the problems we faced while building 

this project and a short description of the expected outcome of it. At the same time, there 

will be some short descriptions related to this project, which has been done before. This 

project has been developed by using only Machine Learning Algorithm. This application 

will be used only detect some disease. 

 

2.2 RELATED WORKS 

Since vegetables are our daily necessity food, so there is a lot of research and a lot of 

work going on about vegetables. But most of them are on vegetable cultivation. Most 

research is happened on what kinds of diseases occur in vegetable trees or saplings and 

how to fix them. But when a vegetable is grown up, there is little research on the sets of 

diseases that occur. Sometimes many farmers can't find out what has happened to their 

vegetables. This is our initiative thinking about them. We think that our initiative will 

play a valuable role in agriculture. 

A study was conducted on vegetable leaves in 2016 [1]. In these studies, they use leaves 

of different vegetables to see what diseases they have had. Based on this they create a 

model that had the result like this- 
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Fig-2.1: Model Train 

 

Fig-2.2: Test Model 
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Fig-2.3: Data Loss 

 

 

2.3 iRESEARCH iSUMMARY: 

So, iit ihas ibeen iseen ithat imost iof ithe ifarmers iin iour icountry idon't iknow iabout ithe iscientific 

ifarming imethod ito iprotect ithe ivegetables ifrom iseveral idiseases. iTo iovercome ithis ifarming 

iproblem ia iproper idisease idetection iis inecessary ifor ia ibetter ioutcome. iFor ivegetable 

idisease idetection idifferent itypes iof idata ior iimages iare iused iwith ia idifferent imachine 

ilearning ialgorithm. iThe imajority iof ithem iutilized ithe ibest imeasure iof ifoundation idata ias 

itraining idata iand ithe iremainder iof ithe idata ias itest idata. iMoreover, itwo isorts iof idata igive 

ibetter ifeedback iwith ithe ihelp iof ithe iapplied iclassifier imodel. 
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2.4 SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM: 

 

Production and marketing of vegetables must be vale into the production side, marketing 

side, processing, numerous works on disease detection for plants and individual 

vegetables and there is not much work about vegetable disease detection for several items 

of vegetables. By the collaboration of this model, we can detect many vegetable diseases. 

In our country growth of the economy, rate depends on the significant role of the 

agriculture sector. So, if we want to improve our farming, we need to innovate new 

technologies and systems. The advantage of this research project is farmers can aware of 

their crops from harmful diseases. And manufacturing side. There is remarkable 

production of vegetables in a shorter period. Hence to avoid the post-harvest loss and 

increase solid profit to develop vegetable disease detection. There have been  

 

2.5 iCHALLENGES: 

 

Collecting iData 

Data icollection iwas ipretty ihard. iCause iour idata iis iimage-based. iFrom ivarious ionline 

iportals, igoogle iimages, iblog iposts, iwe igot iour idata. iMost iof ithe idata iare ifrom igoogle 

iimages. 

 

Selecting imodel i 

Fixing ia imodel iis ia ikind iof idifficult ijob. iIf iwe ichoose ithe iwrong ione iwhole iproject iwould 

ibe ia idumb iand iwaste iof itime. iWe iused isome itires ito icreate ia ibetter imodel. iWe iused iCNN 

i(Convolutional iNeural iNetworks) iof iwhich imight ioperate ilarge iamounts iof idata. iOne iof 

ithe imost ipopular ideep ineural inetworks ito ianalyze iimage iprocessing iand ipattern 

irecognition. 
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CHAPTER i3 

RESEARCH iMETHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 iRESEARCH iSUBJECT iAND iINSTRUMENTATION 

Machine iLanguage iis ithe imost imomentous ipiece iof imodern iscience iand itechnology. iOur 

iresearch isubject iwas ivegetable idisease idetection. iAnd ifor idoing ithis iwork ihere iwe iused 

iimage iprocessing iand iauthentic itechnologies ilike iCNN. iWe iare iusing ithis imethod iso ithat 

ithe iilliterate ifarmer ican iget iimmediate iresult iwith ihigh iaccuracy. iFor idoing ithis iprocess 

iwe ineed ito ithink ithis iwork isome ismall ipieces. iLike icollect idataset ior iimage, iprocess idata 

ias ifundamental, ineed iaction iabout ithis idataset, idata ior iimage iexpansion, iand ifinally igive 

idecision ior ianalytical ianalysis. 

For ithis ireason, ia iuser idoes ineedn't iany iadditional iknowledge. iA ifarmer iwithout isufficient 

isense idisease idetection iknowledge, ihe ior ishe ican iuse imodern itechniques ifor itheir ifarming. 

iThe idataset iwhich iis iused ias iinput iis imixed iof ihealthy iand idistorted iimages iand iafter 

icompleting ithe iaction iof iinput idataset ithe isystem ioutput iprovides ithe idisease iname. iA 

ichart iis iintroduced ibelow ias ithe iproposed imethodology. i 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1: Methodology flow diagram 

 

Image Collection 

Fundamental Data Process 

Action on Dataset 

Image Expansion 

Given Decision 
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As it is a machine learning process, so we need to learn our device or machine. For this 

process, we are using python language, which version was 3.8.0. And need some 

requirements also, which are- 

 

OpenCV-Python: 

We are using image for our project. So it‟s important to understanding image process into 

our machine. And we know that computer receives our image as visualization with range 

of value between 0 and 255.  

Opencv is a python library which can solve our image vision problem. Actually, opencv 

supports some algorithm like C++, python, java etc. Here we use opencv python 

algorithm. Also we need to know header or need to detect any image. Opencv makes it 

easier. Initial command  

pip install opencv-python 

 

NumPy: 

Numpy is an open source numerical python library that contains a multi-dimensional 

array and matrix data structure. It actually used for working with array or sequentially. 

This makes our project faster by sorting arrays one by one and taking short memory to 

store this data. Installation command  

pip install numpy 
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Sample like-  

 

Fig 3.2: sample use of opencv & numpy 

Tqdm: 

We use tqdm for smart progress bar for wrapping around any iteration. When we train 

our model or need to find something then we need to wait sometime. We also want to see 

how much it works or how much time will take to complete the task. Progress bar show 

us this percentage. It shows us not only how much time has elapsed, but also shows the 

estimated time remaining for the iterable. Also utilizing these progress bars, we can see 

if we are getting stuck somewhere and work on that immediately. Installation command  

pip install tqdm 

like- 

 

Fig 3.3: sample of tqdm 
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Python-csv: 

Generally, csv files are used to store large number of data. Because they are incredibly 

simplified spreadsheets –like excel. So we can say that, csv is just a simple file format 

which is used to store tabular data in a plain text. And it‟s separated by commas.  

We are also using csv file for this kind of file formatting. Where we can store our pictures 

data into a csv file. Initial command- 

pip install python-csv 

 

Dataset be like- 

 

Fig 3.4: sample output of csv 

 

Scikit-Learn: 

Scikit-learn is a most useful library in python for machine learning. It‟s used to solve 

three different kinds of problems in machine learning. They are namely supervised 

learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning.  

We use scikit-learn to help our machine, learn properly and pick the correct variables. It‟s 

used for manipulating and summarizing data. It also helps our machine to learn various 

type of dataset. Installation command- 

pip install -U scikit-learn 
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TensorFlow: 

TensorFlow is a symbolic math library that uses dataflow and differentiable program. It 

uses in various tasks focused on training and inference of deep neural networks.  

In our project when we give any input for information then it need to search them, 

because we need to find the disease. We can find it in different way, but tensorflow can 

make it easier. Tensorflow can try to search, one by one letter spacing. We are using here 

tensorflow version 2.3.0. Command- 

pip install tensorflow==2.3.0 

Here given tensorflow working architecture- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.5: tensorflow architecture 

 

Pyppeteer: 

When we need to passing any objects then we use pyppeteer as a passing option. There 

have another version of pyppeteer is puppetter. But we use pyppetter, because pyppetter 

functions or methods accept both dictionary and keyword arguments. 

Pyppeteer is like a chrome browser, which is hidden. Pyppeteer installation- 

pip install pyppeteer 

 

 

 

Preprocessing data 

Model build 

Train and estimate model 
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keras: 

keras is also like tensorflow, but keras is a high level API that runs on top of tensorflow. 

Keras simplifies the implementation of complex neural networks with its easy to use 

framework. 

We are using keras for making an API design, which can visible by user not machine. We 

also run our project on NVIDIA, so keras can help us for doing this. Because keras has 

native support for mixed-precision training. Install command- 

 

pip install keras 
 

Sample model- 

 

 
 

Fig 3.6: keras model 

 

MLxtend: 

 

Here we need to match the input image and train dataset image. For this mathematical 

reason and get good result we use this python mlxtend library. Installation- 

pip install mlxtend 
Output- 

Fig 3.7: mlxtend output 
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3.2 DATA COLLECTION & PRE-PROCESSING 

For idoing iany ikind iof ireaches iof imaking iany ikind iof iproject ior iany iprofound ilearning 

ialgorithm iit ineeds ia ihuge icollection iof idata. iAs ienormous ithe idataset iis ithe ioutcome iis ithat 

ivastly iimproved. iWe ialso ineed ian iattractive inumber iof idata ito iimplement iin ithis iproject. 

iThere iis inot ienough isufficient idataset ion ithe iweb. iOn ithe iother ihand, icovid-19 icriteria icon 

inot ipermit ius ito igo ioutside ifor icollecting idata. iSo, iit iis idifficult ifor ius ito icollect idata. i 

For this reason, we visit or browse many sites and collect data one by one from the 

different web. Our 100% data are collected from different web. 

 

If we want to train our machine then we need to resize or pre-processing our dataset. So, 

it is the first step for any grey scale to learn our machine. It is important to remember 

that, whenever we want to train our machine then the bias-variance needs to trade-off. 

We also need to look at image color, because if the colors in the images didn‟t contain 

any distinguishing information, then it can reduce the number of inputs by a third by 

greyscaling. 

Also, we know that computer doesn‟t see an image. For using image and train model we 

are using here CNN. CNN is mainly used in image analysis tasks like image recognition, 

object detection and segmentation. 

Pre-processing model- 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

Fig 3.8: data pre-processing model 

Import all necessary libraries 

Load all data 

Normalized data 

Run the model 
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1. Import all necessary libraries: 

 

 

 

2. Load all data: 

 

 

 

3. Normalized data: 
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4. Run the model: 

 

 

 

3.3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY: 

In our research, we used CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) multi-level model. For 

the first layer we use 2D convolution and dimensional vector is (32), Kernel_size (3×3), 

activation function as rectifier and input shape is (0), BatchNormalization used for 

transform the output value as close to 0 or 1,  Max_Pool_size (2×2) and Dropout (0.3). 

For the second layer, the dimensional vector is (64), Dropout is (0.4),  Kernel_size, the 

activation function, and input shape, and Max_Pool is the same as the first layer. For the 

third layer, the dimensional vector is (128), Dropout (0.5),  Kernel_size, activation 

function, and input shape, and Max_Pool as same as the previous layer. 

   ReLU(x)=max(0,X) 

For the fourth layer, the dimensional vector is (256), Dropout (0.6),  Kernel_size, 

activation function, and input shape, and Max_Pool as same as the previous layer. For the 

fifth layer, the dimensional vector is (512), Dropout (0.5),  Kernel_size, activation 

function, and input shape, and Max_Pool as same as the previous layer. For the sixth 

layer we use dense layer and dimensional vector is (128), activation function as rectifier 

and input shape is (0), BatchNormalization used for transform the output value as close to 

0 or 1 and Dropout is (0.5). The output layer used sigmoid function for activation and 

batch_size is (10). With the sigmoid function, the output value should be between 0 and  
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Fig 3.9. Convolutional Neural Network. 

 

Since iwe iused ia iDense ilayer iwith iactivation ifunction i„sigmoid‟. iFor iDense ilayer iused ia 

idimensional ivector iand ithen iBatch iNormalization ito inormalize ithe idata. iThe isigmoid 

ifunction ireturns ithe ioutput iline ibetween i0 ito i1 iwith ia icharacteristic icurve. iThe iDense ilayer 

ialso ireduces ithe iloss irate, itime iof ievery iepoch iwe iused i10, iand ibatch isize i100. iAt ilast, iwe 

icompile iwith iadam ioptimization iand ifit ithe imodel iand iset ithe iinput iand ioutput isequence 

imeaningfully. 

 

The ioptimization ialgorithm i„Adam‟ iis iselected ifor ienough ialternative iresults iof ideep 

ilearning. iSeveral itypes iof iapplication ilike iNLP iand icomputer ivision ishows iperfect 

iadaption iwith ithe ioptimization ialgorithm. iThe ioptimization ialgorithm ishows ia igreat 

iperformance ifor ithe ispeed iof itraining. iThe ioptimization itechnique iis iefficient ifor iisolated 

ilearning irate iestimation idealing iwith inumerous iparameters ifrom ithe ifirst iand isecond 

iinstance iof ia igradient. i 

  

 

 Object 
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The imodel iserved ito iuse i0.001 ias ithe ilearning irate iin ithe iAdam i„3‟ ioptimization. iThe 

ineural inetwork iand icross-entropy ifunction itake imeasures iacceptable ioutput iin ithe 

iclassification iand iprediction iand ithis iresult iis imore igrantable ithan imean isquare ierror. 

iCommonly, ithe itraining iis inot ihalted iout iin idisable iof igetting ienough ifraction iusing iCross-

entropy ierror iand iweighting ivariation. 

 

In the following way algorithm used in our model is: - 

1.  Load Data() 

2.  declare Sequential () 

3.  add(Conv2D(kernal_size(units), activation, input shape) 

4.  add(BatchNormalization())  

5.  add (MaxPool2D()) 

6.  add(Dropout())  

7.  add(Dense(output shape, activation))  

8.  add(BatchNormalization()) 

9.  set (epochs value) 

10.  set (batch_size value) 

11.  compile(optimizer , loss function, accuracy)   

12.   model fit (epochs, batch_size, validation_data) 

 

The coding part used Keras sequential model. From this model, we used convolution 2D 

as the input layer and „relu‟ as an activation function which is called a rectifier. Then 

normalized the data With Batch Normalization layer for transform the value as close to  

0 or 1. MaxPool2D used for an input signal fixed of several input planes also used 

Dropout layer for outfitting. For output, we used the Dense layer with activation function 

„sigmoid‟ and Batch Normalization.  

Also iincreased ilearning irate ito ireduce iloss iand iused ibatch isize ilike i100 ito ireduce itraining 

itime ifor ieach iepoch. iWe ifit imore ithan i800 iimages iin ithe imodel iand ifound ithe iaccuracy 

inear i90%. 
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Here iis ithe istructure iof ithe iconvolution i2D imodel- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.10: Convolution 2D model structure. 
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3.4 IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS: 

 

We ineeded isome ihardware iand isoftware ito itrain iour idata iin ithe imodel. iFor isoftware 

ipurposes iwe iselected iPython. iIt iis ia ihigh-level iand imost ipopular iinterpreted idynamic 

iprogramming ilanguage. iIt iturns iinto ia imore ipopular ilanguage ibecause iit iemphasizes icode 

iauthenticity. iIt ihas ia ilarge icollection iof ilibraries, ipackages, imethods ito ido iseveral iworks. 

iWriting icode iwith ipython iit's ilike icommanding ithe imachine. i 

And iit ihas iautomatic imemory imanagement. iMultiple iprogramming iinstances iare 

isupported iin iit iand ihave ia ilarge inumber iof ilibraries ilike idata iscience, imachine ilearning, 

idata ianalysis, iimage iprocessing, idata imining, ietc. iIt iis ibest ifor iresearch-based iwork 

ibecause iit inaturalizes ithe icode iquality. iFor iour iresearch, iwe iused ipython i3.8.0, iPyCharm 

ias iI.D.E, iOpencv-python ifor ivisualizing ian iimage, iNumpy ifor imulti-dimensional iarray 

iand imatrix idata istructure. iNumpy imakes iour iproject ifaster iby isorting iarrays ione iby ione 

iand itaking ishort imemory ito istore ithis idata. iUsed iTqdm ifor ismart iprogress ibar ifor 

iwrapping iaround iany iiteration. iPython-CSV ias istores ia ilarge inumber iof idata. iBecause 

ithey iare iincredibly isimplified ispreadsheets i–like iexcel isheets. iScikit-learn iis iused ito isolve 

ithree idifferent ikinds iof iproblems iin imachine ilearning. iThey iare inamely isupervised 

ilearning, iunsupervised ilearning, iand ireinforcement ilearning. iTensorFlow iuses idataflow 

iand idifferentiable iprograms. iIt iuses iin ivarious itasks ifocused ion itraining iand iinference iof 

ideep ineural inetworks. iPyppeteer ifor ipassing iany iobjects. iAlso iused iKeras ifor imaking ian 

iAPI idesign, iwhich ican ivisible ito ithe iuser. iMlxtend ito imatch ithe iinput iimage iand itrain 

idataset iimage. 

 

 Hardware requirements: 

1. Operating system (Windows 10) 

2. Hard disk (1 TB) 

3. Ram (8 GB) 
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Chapter i4 

 

EXPERIMENTAL iRESULTS i& iDISCUSSION 

 

4.1 iINTRODUCTION 

We ihave iattempted ito ibuild iup ian ialgorithm iRegarding iVegetable iDiseases iDetection, 

iwhich iis iConvolutional iNeural iNetwork i(CNN) iby iwhich ione ican idetect iVegetable 

iDiseases. iIn isection i3 iwe ihave idepicted ithe iresearch iproject iand ithe itechnique iof iits 

iworking. iPresently iin isection i4 iwe ihave iattempted ito ishow ithe iyield iresults ioutcome iand 

iprocedure iof ithe iVegetable iDiseases iDetection. 

 

4.2 iDATA iSEGMENTATION 

For ithis iresearch iproject, iwe igathered ipreprocessed idata ifrom iprestigious isite ifor iexample: 

igoogle, igovernment isites iand iother iinformative isites. iAn iimage ifile iis iput ion ia ijpg, ijpeg, 

igif ifile. iAt ithis ipoint iwe ichange ifile ijpg/jpeg/gif ito iPNG. iA iperspective ion iportioned idata 

iis igiven ibelow. 

 

 

Fig-4.1: Beans Brown spots 
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Fig-4.2: Cabbage blight 

 
 

 

 

Fig-4.3: Early blight of potato 
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Fig-4.4: Late blight tomato 

 

 

Fig-4.5: Scab of potato 
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In iall ifigure iwe ican isee ian iall ifile iare inot icovered iwith iPNG ifile. iSo, iinformation 

ipreprocessing iis iexpected ito ilessen iinformation iredundancy ito ilocate ithe ispecific 

iinformation ior idata. iSo, iwe icannot iinput ithe idata iinto iour imodel. iWe imust iconvert iour 

idata iinto ithe iface iof imachine iunderstanding iformat iwhich iwe ican ifeed ithen ito ithe imodel. 

 

4.3 iDATA iPRE-PROCESSING 

We ihave iStructure ia iPython icontent iscript ito istart ian iinformation ipreparing itask. iThe 

icontent iis ifundamentally iworking ifor. 

 Removing iunwanted idata 

 File iconvert ijpg/gif ito iPNG 

 

 

4.4 iINPUT iFILE iCREATION 

After ia iproductive ipreprocessing iprocess, iwe ihave isome iabsolute ifile iclose iby. iAt ithat 

ipoint, iwe ineed ito iperform iMachine iLearning ialgorithm iwhich iis iConvolutional iNeural 

iNetwork i(CNN). 

 

4.5 MODEL BUILDING & DATASET FITTING 

 

For building our model and training our data we are using more than 800 pictures. Using 

CNN, we fit this data into our model.  

Thinking on saving time and better performance first we teach transfer (TensorFlow). 

Then we take images and do data augmentation (TensorFlow), which helps us with 

different kinds of data. At last, we fit the dataset. To ignore overfitting, we avoid pulling 

or pushing any data from the dataset and for underfitting, we give enough dataset for 

training 
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Fig-4.6: Model Training 
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4.6 EXPERIMENT ACCURACY, LOSS & OUTPUT 

 

Fig-4.7: mlxtend output 
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Fig-4.8: Model Accuracy 

 

 

Fig-4.9: Model Loss 
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Fig-4.10: Model Output 

 

 

4.7 SUMMARY 

After completion of all the processes successfully we get our anticipated result “Leaf curl 

tomato” 96.59% accuracy. 
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CHAPTER i5 

 

SUMMARY iOF iRESEARCH i& iCONCLUSION i 

 

5.1 iSUMMARY iOF iRESEARCH 

The iresearch iproject iis ifor ivegetable idiseases idetection. iWe ineed ito icollect 

idataset. iwe icollect idataset ifrom igoogle, igovernment isites iand iother ionline 

isources. iAfter ithat idataset iis iprocessed ito ifeed iinto ithe isystem, iwe iclean ithe 

idata, iwe ifeed iit iinto ithe isystem ito itrain iand ithe ioutput iis idiseases idetection. 

 

5.2 iCONCLUSION 

In ithis ipaper, iwe iused imany ivegetables isample, iExample: iBeans iBrown ispots, iCabbage 

iblight, iScab iof ipotato, iLeaf iCurl iTomato iand iproposed imachine ilearning ialgorithm ithat 

ican idetect ivegetable idiseases. iWe iused iConvolutional iNeural iNetwork i(CNN) ifor idetect 

ivegetable idiseases. iThis imodel iprovides ibest ipossible iresults iinstantly. iAs ia iresult, ithe 

ifarmer iwho ican iwant ito idetects ivegetable idiseases imanually ican isave itheir itime. i iOur 

imodel igives isatisfaction ioutput. iOur imodel igives i88% iaccuracy i(Fig: iModel iTraining). 

iWe‟ll iwork ion iit iin ithe ifuture. 

. 
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